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INTRODUCTION

The emergence of public health as a prominent issue in national and international politics during the past decade represents an unprecedented event. Never before have public health problems been featured so urgently and comprehensively in the political, economic, and social dynamics of domestic and world affairs. This transformation has increased attention on the role of national and international law in protecting human health. As the creation of the O’Neill Institute for National and Global Health Law and the other contributions to this Issue attest, events over the past ten years have triggered a renaissance of interest in the functions law plays in achieving public health in an increasingly globalized world.¹ This renaissance is not confined to the ivory tower but has permeated public health practice, as evidenced by the development of model laws, adoption of new statutes, attempts to improve legal preparedness for public health emergencies, and negotiation of new treaty law.

This Essay analyzes whether, in this intensified activity, we can discern deeper patterns that converge to produce an emerging global jurisprudence for public health. This global health jurisprudence has, in fact, developed sufficiently to warrant an effort to take account of its features, promise, and
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limitations. This time of reckoning for global health jurisprudence also requires exploring forces that will determine its future contributions to public health nationally and internationally as the twenty-first century progresses.

I. JURISPRUDENCE AND PUBLIC HEALTH

The concept of "global health jurisprudence" attempts to capture how the increased use of law in public health reveals a deeper importance for law in public health endeavors within and between countries. Implicit in the idea of global health jurisprudence is the principle that national and international public health activities should, wherever possible, be subject to the rule of law. The rule of law is a philosophy of governance that adherents apply to all political acts, so public health is not special as a policy area in terms of the rule of law. Arguing that public health ought to be subject to the rule of law is important but tells us little about the actual working relationship between law and public health. In addition, the impact of globalization on public health, and the increased demand for international action, takes analysis out of the traditional rule of law focus on governance within unitary states. The structure and dynamics of international law are such that the philosophy of governance captured by the rule of law concept only awkwardly applies, if it can realistically be applied at all.

Similarly, terms such as "global health law" only partially illuminate the relationship between law and public health. The diverse ways in which "global health law" is used make finding analytical clarity in this idea difficult. Part of the message communicated by this concept is the global importance of law to the protection of public health, and the global scope of law's relevance to public health is indeed significant. This global scope is particularly important for


3. Two examples illustrate how commentators often use "global health law" without providing clarity on what the concept means. John Harrington asserted:

A global health law is developing quite different from the thin body of international treaties and agreements which minimally regulated interstate health matters. It penetrates into national and regional law. The global is present in the local of health policy. Competent health lawyers are obliged to study and comprehend this reconfiguration of their normative world.


The poverty-health nexus is so strong that poor health keeps the poor in absolute poverty and poverty pushes them into poor health status. To break this nexus, the world needs a "global health law" so that the essential issues and guiding principles for formulating strategies for health for all in the years to come could be evolved by the countries of the United Nations and the WHO.

principles with universal application, such as human rights norms. Global health law also signifies that the processes through which national and international law are made involve not only traditional governmental and intergovernmental law-making bodies but also non-state actors, such as non-governmental organizations (NGOs).

The drawback of global health law as a concept is that there really is not a body of global health law distinct from national law and international law affecting public health in a context of globalization. This problem is familiar from attempts to locate “global law” or “world law” within changes affecting traditional sources of legal rules within countries and between them. The normative ring of such concepts exceeds the analytical utility they bring to understanding the nature of law in domestic or international politics.

More helpful perhaps is to think about the transformed relationship between law and public health through the lens of jurisprudence. The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary defines jurisprudence in three ways, and each definition proves useful in examining the relationship between national and international law and public health. The first definition of jurisprudence is “[k]nowledge of or skill in law.” The importance of knowledge of and skill in law has grown in the last decade in efforts to address national and international public health problems. Such knowledge and skill represent the operational side of jurisprudence where law serves practical functions in governance efforts to address policy challenges.

The second definition of jurisprudence is a “system or body of law; a legal system.” This definition’s relevance arises when thinking about whether the intensified attention to law has produced an identifiable system or body of laws specific to public health. This aspect of jurisprudence invites examination of whether practical uses of law to address real-life problems reflect purposes, patterns, principles, and interdependencies that form a systematic framework or strategy. This Essay explores whether law’s use in national and international public health contexts exhibits characteristics of a specific legal system.

The final definition of jurisprudence holds that it involves the philosophy of law. Jurisprudence as the philosophy of law analyzes such questions as “what is law?” and “what is the relationship between law and morality?” Using this definition invites inquiries into the philosophy of law as created and applied for public health purposes. This aspect of jurisprudence is the most abstract, but the transformation in the role of law in national and international public health stimulates considerations about deeper conceptual currents affecting the relationship between law and public health. This Essay considers whether these inquiries shed any light on the increased importance of law to public health now and in the future.

---

5. Id.
6. Id.
7. Id.
II. JURISPRUDENCE AS KNOWLEDGE OF AND SKILL IN LAW: PUBLIC HEALTH’S NEED FOR THE LAWYER’S CRAFT

The intensified use of law in public health reflects a new appreciation for the importance of knowledge of and skill in law to the public health mission. Protecting public health has always required law, particularly the use of law to empower and limit governmental actors responsible for responding to disease threats. However, the escalating interest in the role of law in public health during the past decade has revealed a need in public health for knowledge of and skill in law that surpasses the experience of preceding decades. This need is part of what has driven the development of global health jurisprudence.

Many examples illustrate the heightened public health need for knowledge of and skill in law. The crafting of a global strategy for tobacco control turned to international law in the form of a new treaty, the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC). The globalization of trade and commerce heightened the importance of international trade law to public health. The attention paid to the role of law in responding to public health emergencies provides a fertile example. Strategies for responding to threats presented by biological terrorism, naturally occurring infectious diseases, and natural disasters have prominently included legal components that reinforce public health’s growing need for knowledge of and skill in law. These legal components implicate a broad, diverse, and complex range of issues that touch upon the identification of existing legal authorities, the interpretation of applicable rules, and the creation of new legal frameworks, concepts, and principles.

The incident involving extensively drug-resistant tuberculosis (XDR-TB) and a U.S. citizen in May and June 2007 provides a revealing example of the public health need for knowledge of and skill in law. The public health actions undertaken to address this XDR-TB problem were permeated at every level—individual, local, state, federal, and international—by difficult and complex

9. Gene W. Matthews et al., Legal Authorities for Interventions in Public Health Emergencies, in LAW IN PUBLIC HEALTH PRACTICE 262, 262–63 (Richard A. Goodman et al. eds., 2d ed. 2007) (arguing that bioterrorism and other public health threats “underscore the importance of public health officers understanding their legal authorities”).
11. See, e.g., Michael H. Hoffman, What Is the Scope of International Disaster Response Law?, in INTERNATIONAL DISASTER RESPONSE LAWS, PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE: REFLECTIONS, PROSPECTS AND CHALLENGES 13, 13 (Victoria Bannon ed., 2003) (arguing that the field of international disaster response law has been neglected but increasingly requires careful consideration and systematic analysis to inform peacetime disaster response efforts).
legal issues that required management by public health officials. Some issues, such as the impact of federalism on public health responses and the need to balance public health actions and individual rights, were not novel, but the XDR-TB incident revealed the continuing challenges of taking public health actions in contexts increasingly affected by legal structures and substantive and procedural legal rules.

More important than describing examples of public health’s increased need for knowledge of and skill in law is exploring why this need developed during the past decade. Law’s intensified prominence in public health reflects a policy and governance need for legal knowledge and skill. Understanding this need is critical to grasping the development of global health jurisprudence. In general terms, the need for law reflects the emergence of public health threats that the existing public health capacities and skill sets proved ill-equipped to handle. The inadequacies run deeper than the decay in the public health infrastructure in developed and developing countries that occurred in previous decades. The threats public health increasingly confronts forced a radical rethinking of public health strategies and, consequently, the policy and governance actions required to implement them. The new strategies typically involved more intense and higher profile involvement of national and international law.

Two examples illustrate this point. The emergence of the HIV/AIDS pandemic in the 1980s triggered a dramatic reconceptualization of how to approach this threat in the form of utilizing international human rights law as the foundation for national and global strategies. Public health leaders concluded that traditional approaches could not adequately address HIV/AIDS, so they opted for a strategy based on the international law of human rights. The second example concerns the threats of biological terrorism and naturally occurring communicable diseases, which policy makers increasingly framed as threats to national and international security—a process I refer to as securitization. This reconceptualization radically altered the context and manner in which

14. See id. at 84.
public health operated. For example, public health officials had to cooperate with security and law enforcement communities in unprecedented ways. The securitization of public health generated new legal questions, stimulated the creation of new legal tools and instruments, and placed traditional but infrequently confronted legal issues, such as quarantine and isolation, into a novel and urgent policy and governance context.

The scope and seriousness of emerging and reemerging disease threats also heightened the importance of legal knowledge and skill by revealing how the broader, deeper, and diverse implications of these threats triggers a cascade of consequences for societies that demand legal attention. The areas of law affected by strategies to prevent, protect against, and respond to serious public health risks are many and complex, requiring expertise across a daunting range of legal fields (for example, public health, law enforcement, emergency management, national security, trade, and commerce) in both domestic and international settings. Efforts to develop legal preparedness strategies for public health emergencies reveal, for example, a bewildering array of legal questions that include issues concerning treaty interpretation, constitutional law, statutory law, administrative law, emergency management rules, and the potential liability volunteers face when participating in health emergency response activities. The increased public health need for knowledge of and skill in law illuminates how deeply contemporary public health activities are embedded in legal structures and substantive areas of law nationally and internationally.

Public health's need to exploit legal knowledge and skill as never before does not mean, however, that such knowledge and skill will provide all the answers to public health problems. Legal knowledge and skill alone are insufficient for preventing, protecting against, and responding to disease challenges. The FCTC does not guarantee reduced tobacco consumption in developing countries. Serious tensions linger in international trade law concerning the trade-health linkage. Framing HIV/AIDS as a human rights issue has not prevented this pandemic from becoming one of humanity's worst plagues. Securitizing public health does not automatically eliminate global concerns about inequitable access to vaccines for pandemic influenza. Ensuring appropriate empowerment of, and limitations on, government quarantine and isolation authority does not guarantee effective use of these powers.

GLOBAL HEALTH: CHALLENGE, RESPONSE, INNOVATION 41–64 (Andrew F. Cooper, John J. Kirton & Ted Schrecker eds., 2007).

17. For example, should the revision of the International Health Regulations include within their scope suspected intentional uses of biological, chemical, and radiological agents? See generally IHR 2005, supra note 10.

More sobering is the realization that the increased need for knowledge of and skill in law results from threats that constitute actual and potential pandemics, crises, and catastrophes. This aspect of global health jurisprudence rises and falls in proportion to the level of danger that disease risks present nationally and globally. Neither public health officials nor lawyers can take comfort in the rising significance of legal knowledge and skill while public health both nationally and internationally is increasingly imperiled.

III. JURISPRUDENCE AS A SYSTEM OR BODY OF LAWS: PUBLIC HEALTH LAW AND GOOD GOVERNANCE

The second definition of jurisprudence focuses on the existence of a system or body of laws, or a legal system. This definition encourages analysts to concentrate on whether laws on a particular subject operate as a system rather than as random, unconnected rules. Despite the long relationship between public health and national and international law, the idea that public health law constituted a distinct system or body of laws was, in the past, neither interesting nor compelling, even among those tasked with protecting public health. The increased public health need for legal knowledge and skill has changed this reality by forcing experts to think about law and public health more systematically both within and between countries. Thus, the claim that global health jurisprudence has emerged requires consideration of the extent to which the relationship between law and public health exhibits characteristics of a coherent system or body of rules.

The idea that something called “public health law” exists is not new. Efforts to delineate the elements of public health law within national legal systems date back to before World War II. Similarly, although public health was obscure as a topic in international relations, the creation of international sanitary conventions indicates the development of international law on public health in the latter half of the nineteenth century. Nevertheless, the decades after World War II witnessed fading interest in how national and international law supported public health objectives. The bodies of national and international law developed before World War II not only faded from policy prominence but also stagnated in their substantive content. New national and international law developed in the post-World War II

19. NEW SHORTER OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY, supra note 4, at 1465.
period to protect population health from pollution, but these rules fueled the emergence of the new field of environmental law rather than rejuvenating the body of public health law. Similarly, traditional public health law largely failed to keep pace with changes in science, epidemiology, information technologies, and conceptions of civil and political rights. Public health's increasing reliance on law over the past decade has revealed a body of national and international law ill-equipped to handle many emerging communicable and non-communicable threats to population health.

Exacerbating this reality was the fact that national and international law on public health consisted of a hodge-podge of legal issues that defied rationalization into a coherent legal topic. The sheer breadth of how public health affects societies magnified this diluting effect. In this respect, public health law suffered in comparison to the way health care law developed in the post-World War II period. The complexity of legal issues touched by public health combined with the lack of policy and governance interest in population health to frustrate formulation of ways to conceive of public health law as a distinct system or body of rules.

The renaissance of interest in national and international law on public health that began in the latter half of the 1990s sparked efforts to think about public health law as a system or body of rules that stands on its own and deserves recognition as a legal discipline in its own right. These efforts not only described the complexity of public health's interconnections with many areas of law but also tried to identify features of these interactions that give public health law nationally and internationally particular purposes, patterns, characteristics, and problems.

The starting point for this aspect of global health jurisprudence is the focus of public health law on the protection of population health. The depth of the obscurity and neglect into which public health had fallen in the post-World War II period was revealed in widespread misperceptions about population health as

---


23. The rise to prominence of environmental law nationally and internationally occurred during the same post-World War II period that witnessed the stagnation and neglect of public health law. Commenting on the neglect of public health law, Wendy Parmet argued that "[a] hundred years ago, the relationship between the two fields [public health and law] was readily apparent ... In the last half-century, law has forsaken its traditional appreciation of public health." Wendy E. Parmet, Introduction: The Interdependency of Law and Public Health, in Law in Public Health Practice xxvii, xxxiv–xxxv (Richard A. Goodman et al. eds., 2d ed. 2007).

a governance responsibility and the role of law in bearing that responsibility.25 The objective of protecting population health drives the policy and governance functions law must serve in this policy area. These functions are surveillance of disease risks and governmental intervention to prevent, protect against, and respond to such risks. Given that experts consider the protection of population health to be a public good, surveillance and interventions are predominantly government responsibilities. Thus, a critical feature of public health law involves empowering public authorities to carry out surveillance and intervention actions.

Engaging in surveillance and intervention to protect population health requires action to flow through two filters that shape the body of public health law. The first filter is epidemiology.26 How national and international law support surveillance and intervention should be informed by scientific evidence generated by epidemiology and its medical and scientific inputs. The second filter involves the basic legal frameworks that allocate jurisdiction over the powers required to engage in surveillance and intervention. For national law, the main framework is constitutional law, which typically allocates public health powers among national and sub-national levels of government. In international relations, international law provides the allocation framework, especially the principle of sovereignty. The allocation of jurisdiction for the exercise of public health powers also establishes structural legal limits on surveillance and intervention actions.

Within the structural allocations produced by constitutional law and international law, public health law facilitates surveillance and intervention through substantive legal instruments, such as statutes and treaties. These legal instruments provide more substantive guidance, which governments and intergovernmental actors require to fulfill their allocated responsibilities for protecting population health. Generally speaking, the substantive legal instruments establish parameters for surveillance and intervention activities and involve authority to act in specified ways and/or limits on the exercise of such authority.

The need to empower and to limit governmental and intergovernmental entities highlights the constant challenge in public health law of balancing the protection of population health and the achievement of other policy objectives, interests, or values. Two perennial areas in which public health law has faced balancing involve economic activity and individual rights and liberties. The balancing task is not unique to public health law, but, in terms of forming a system or body of law, how public health law manages this balancing challenge forms a key part of its jurisprudence.


26. Epidemiology involves the study of “the incidence and transmission of disease in populations, esp[ecially] with the aim of controlling it.” New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, supra note 4, at 836.
The first principle that should be applied in the balancing procedure is to ensure that the public health action has an epidemiological and scientific basis. This principle resonates with the use of epidemiology as a filter for public health authority, but public health law nationally and internationally calls for specific resort to epidemiology and science in cases of a perceived clash or tension between public health and another policy objective. The importance of this scientific basis provides the foundation for encouraging the harmonization of laws on accepted scientific understandings of threats to health.

After epidemiological scrutiny, the public health measure in question should be evaluated under the principle of non-discrimination and the “least restrictive measure” test. Public health law does not permit the discriminatory application of scientifically grounded public health measures. Such discrimination violates individual rights and dignity while not achieving the public health objective sought. In addition, public health law requires that public health measures that interfere with the pursuit or enjoyment of other objectives do so in a manner that minimizes such interference while not compromising the legitimate effort to protect population health. This “least restrictive measure” test exists to ensure that the balancing of public health and other objectives is closely calibrated in the body of public health law.

Space constraints prevent sketching a more comprehensive picture of the features that demonstrate that national and international law on public health form a distinct system or body of rules. What I provided above supports the argument that global health jurisprudence has emerged and has become increasingly grooved in national and international policy and governance contexts. Again, this argument does not claim that governments consistently or faithfully follow the tenets of this aspect of global health jurisprudence. These tenets form, however, a jurisprudential template against which many aspects of national and international action on public health are, and will increasingly be, measured.

The development of this jurisprudential template does not imply that its application produces unambiguous and non-controversial results. To the contrary, the balancing of public health and other objectives has become more controversial and difficult as the protection of population health has increased in policy and governance importance. This increased significance tends to support political determinations that other objectives should be subordinate to public health, particularly in the face of dangerous threats to population health. These determinations stimulate resistance, particularly with respect to public health infringements on economic interests and individual rights and liberties. Pushback creates increased pressures on the task of balancing, raising the political stakes for when and how the jurisprudential template applies. However, the template itself contains its own balancing mechanism: the burden to justify public health actions is significant, but deference to legitimate public health measures exists in proportion to the severity of the threat in question.

Public health law exhibits other features that support the argument that it
forms a system or body of rules. One important feature involves the increased understanding of the interdependence of national and international law on public health problems. The early history of the development of public health law involved both national law and international law, but the interface between the two levels of law was not robust. The globalization of public health in the 1990s produced the need for national and international law on public health problems to work synergistically in a growing number of areas. The basic idea was that action only at either the national or international legal level would not be adequate to handle globalization's impact on the threats posed by pathogens, pollutants, products, and people.

Strategies to combat the pandemic of tobacco-related diseases provide a good example of the emphasis on the interdependency of national and international law on public health. National and international public health actors had long supported various changes in national law to reduce tobacco consumption, but, in the mid-1990s, the World Health Organization (WHO) recognized that national legal action alone was not enough to mitigate the threat from tobacco faced by many nations. The result was the FCTC, a seminal treaty on the tobacco threat that provided an international framework to support more vigorous national legal action within countries, and supplemented such action with intensified and harmonized global efforts.27 Legally, the combination of national and international law on tobacco control works as an interdependent body or system of rules intended to provide stronger governance against this threat to population health. The strategy that informed the FCTC has influenced thinking about other globalized non-communicable disease threats, such as alcohol consumption and obesity.28

A final feature supporting the claim that public health law constitutes a system or body of rules involves efforts made to integrate multiple policy objectives into legal reform initiatives. Integration efforts recognize the wide-ranging impact that public health has on societies, and efforts to use the interdependence of national and international law for the protection of population health reflect this broader perspective on the importance of public health. Perhaps the best example of this trend is the revised International Health Regulations adopted in May 2005 (IHR 2005), which entered into force in June 2007.29 Rather than continue the limited objective of balancing trade and public health pursued by earlier manifestations of the IHR, the IHR 2005 connected

27. See FCTC, supra note 8.
public health to national and international security,\textsuperscript{30} economic interests,\textsuperscript{31} development concerns,\textsuperscript{32} and the protection of human rights.\textsuperscript{33} The policy purposes served by the IHR 2005 help make the protection of population health an independent marker of good national and global governance. This status reinforces both the reality of and the need for public health law as a system or body of rules, and thus, the continued development of global health jurisprudence in this respect.

IV. JURISPRUDEENCE AS THE PHILOSOPHY OF LAW: WHY PUBLIC HEALTH LAW?

The last definition of jurisprudence focuses on the philosophy of law, a field of inquiry that explores the essence of law as a political and social phenomenon. In sketching global health jurisprudence, this definition encourages us to think about the philosophy of public health law. What is the essence of this body of law that has, in recent years, been increasingly in demand? This question is not as far-reaching as questions about the nature of law, but this aspect of jurisprudence invites consideration of more philosophical issues not elucidated by describing the practical need for law in public health or the political importance of the body of rules supporting the protection of population health.

The philosophy of public health law is, in fact, an amalgam of the philosophy of public health and the philosophy of law. Why, philosophically, is public health important, and why is law an appropriate mechanism for advancing the importance of public health? These questions reveal a vast analytical and normative landscape far beyond the scope of this Essay’s space limitations. However, a few observations are in order to support the claim that global health jurisprudence has emerged in the sense of each meaning of the concept of jurisprudence.

\textsuperscript{30} Id. art. 7 (requiring States Parties to notify the WHO of any unexpected or unusual public health event, regardless of its origin or source, that may constitute a public health emergency of international concern). The IHR 2005 applies, therefore, to the intentional release of biological, chemical, and radionuclear agents, events that constitute threats to national and international security. For analysis of this provision, see Fidler, \textit{supra} note 21, at 365–67.

\textsuperscript{31} IHR 2005, \textit{supra} note 10, art. 2 (providing that the purpose and scope of the IHR 2005 “are to prevent, protect against, control and provide a public health response to the international spread of disease in ways that are commensurate with and restricted to public health risks, and which avoid unnecessary interference with international traffic and trade”); id. art. 17 (requiring the WHO Director-General to consider what health measures are the least restrictive of international traffic and trade when issuing temporary and standing recommendations); id. art. 43(1) (requiring that additional health measures applied by States Parties that otherwise are prohibited by the IHR 2005 to be not more restrictive of international traffic and trade than reasonably available alternatives that would achieve the level of health protection sought).


\textsuperscript{33} \textit{See} Fidler, \textit{supra} note 21, at 368 (listing the IHR 2005’s provisions that are relevant to the protection of human rights).
In terms of the philosophy of public health, the increased need for law in public health activities and the existence of a system or body of public health law both derive from the transformation of public health. Once an obscure, neglected policy concern, public health has since become a prominent issue on national and international agendas involving the provision of security, pursuit of economic interests, progress on development, and promotion of human dignity. The rise of public health in national and global affairs seems to give the protection of population health some kind of meta-importance in human affairs. The interest global health has received of late from governments, international organizations, NGOs, and individual issue entrepreneurs lends support to the emergence of population health as a potentially defining issue of our times. Some experts have even argued that the issue of global health has the potential to transform the nature of foreign policy and international relations.34

Skepticism exists, of course, about the implications of global health's current prominence, but the debate emphasizes the need to explore the practical and philosophical aspects of the rise of public health in national and world affairs. A key reason behind public health's emergence is that, presently, public health enjoys high levels of attention from the perspectives of both material interests and normative values. With public health considered important for national security and as an instrument of social justice, the protection of population health has experienced a convergence in the pursuit of material interests and normative values unprecedented in the history of this policy area. This convergence has fueled the explosion of activity, initiatives, and new resources that public health globally has experienced in the past decade.

This explosion has contributed to public health's increased need for national and international legal activity and the solidification of public health law as a distinct system or body of rules. Countries concerned about public health threats harming their security and economic interests have responded with national legal reform and by supporting the development of new international law on public health.35 Legal activity has also benefited from the normative energy connected with the goal of improving population health, especially with respect to the linkage of public health with human rights and social justice. In terms of the philosophy of law, characteristics of positivist/utilitarian and normative/deontological thinking are present in the manner in which law has been used for public health purposes domestically and globally.

The convergence of material interests and normative values has produced so much activity that commentators worry that efforts underway may not produce sustainable progress and may, in some situations, actually make things worse.36

34. See, e.g., Richard Horton, Health as an Instrument of Foreign Policy, 369 LANCET 806, 807 (2007) (arguing that health "moves foreign policy away from a debate about national interests to one about global altruism" and establishes a "revolutionary agenda").
This dynamic has produced what elsewhere I called the tragedies of the global health commons, where we find overexploitation and underexploitation in terms of public health activity in a context where such activities occur without overarching governance guidance. These problems have led to calls for new governance "architecture" for global health. Sometimes these calls come in the form of advocacy for a comprehensive or framework treaty on global health, but the argument more often appears in general support for development of new global health governance architecture.

Apart from treaty proposals (which are not themselves uniformly clear in what they advocate), arguments for new governance architecture provide few, if any, details about what is needed to get beyond the tragedies of the global health commons. What exactly does this new architecture require, and how is it materially different from what presently exists? Whatever it entails, this new architecture has to support significantly improved national and global capabilities to undertake the functions of surveillance and intervention. While important, calls for more money or more intensified international cooperation are not alternative governance blueprints to the status quo but, without more details, are really just advocacy for more of the same. Similarly, taking international legal obligations that already exist in multiple treaties and adopting them in yet another treaty is not a new governance strategy. The question of reforming the nature of global health governance reveals a fissure in the convergence between material interests and normative values that creates concerns for the future of global health jurisprudence, and I return to these concerns in this Essay's final Part.

The frequency with which the metaphor of architecture has been used, however, raises questions about the role of national and international law on public health in this endeavor. On the one hand, the call for new governance architecture seems to recognize the increased need for public health law nationally and internationally because law is the primary basis on which governance structures are built within and among countries. On the other hand, the call for new architecture also appears to assert that the existing body of public health law is not sufficient, and may, in fact, be part of the problem, especially in the international realm. In this vein, many initiatives on global health governance, such as the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria, the International Finance Facility for Immunization, UNITAID, and advance purchase commitment mechanisms, do not function through traditional international legal instruments, such as a treaty, or under the auspices of international health organizations, such as the WHO.

The increasing presence of "governance without treaties" should, however,
be kept in perspective in terms of the philosophy of public health law. The initiatives mentioned above are all efforts to raise funds to address pressing public health problems around the world. The effective expenditure of funds raised by these new financing mechanisms depends, at the end of the day, on the fulfillment of the core functions of public health—surveillance and intervention—both nationally and internationally. The fulfillment of these functions requires the appropriate allocation of public authority through law combined with the willingness and ability to build the capacity necessary to sustain these functions over time in an increasingly globalized environment. Whether material interests or normative values have the upper hand in the dynamics of domestic and global public health, law remains a reservoir on which governments, international organizations, and non-state actors can and must draw in confronting threats to population health. The hard question is not whether law is practically or philosophically important to public health but whether the political conditions in which the body of public health law and its supporting philosophy must operate are conducive to governance progress in the protection of population health.

V. THE FUTURE OF GLOBAL HEALTH JURISPRUDENCE: GLOBAL HEALTH DIPLOMACY IN OPEN-SOURCE ANARCHY

Demonstrating that global health jurisprudence operates in the contemporary protection of population health exposes significant transformations in public health politics nationally and internationally. As noted above, some analysts sense in these transformations the emergence of public health as an endeavor capable of altering the nature of international relations.39 Noting that the present dramatically breaks with the past encourages inquiries into the prospects for the future, and, to complete our reckoning on global health jurisprudence, some thoughts on what may lie ahead are appropriate. For me, the most salient issue is whether the conditions that stimulated all aspects of global health jurisprudence will continue. Exploring this issue highlights the fissure in the convergence of material interests and normative values witnessed in global health today, and this fissure focuses thinking on the future prospects for global health jurisprudence in global health diplomacy.

The ferment in public health nationally and globally can obscure historical perspective on public health's importance in domestic and world affairs. Those who argue that public health has become something of a governance lodestar for twenty-first century humanity believe that public health's political promi-
ence has become permanent. History tells us that, for most of humanity's existence, societies experienced life and death, war and peace without the foggiest notion of what we now understand as public health and public health law. The idea that public health and its corresponding jurisprudence are somehow central to the essence of the human condition does not, therefore, have much historical backing. The heightened sensibilities that now exist on population health's importance to humankind are very recent, really only having globally arisen in the past ten to fifteen years. This observation leads to the question why these sensibilities arose at this particular moment in history.

This question stimulates many possible lines of inquiry but no easy answers, whatever analytical path is selected. I will focus on changes in the condition of anarchy in which states and non-state actors interact with each other in international relations. In the study of international relations, the term anarchy describes a political environment characterized by the absence of any common, superior authority. International relations transpire in a condition of anarchy. The nature of, and the possibilities within, this condition of anarchy has been grist for the mill of both real-world diplomacy and the academic study of international relations. The emergence of global health jurisprudence coincides with significant changes in the condition of anarchy and the dynamics of diplomacy that occurred with the end of the Cold War. These changes created the conditions within which public health concerns could find political and diplomatic traction and become more prominent issues in world affairs.

Understanding these changes requires grasping the relationship between material interests (power) and normative values (ideas) in how world politics operates. This relationship connects to the convergence between material interests and normative values that fueled the rise of global health's diplomatic prominence in the past decade. International relations theory has explored whether power or ideas determine the nature of global affairs, and the debate has tended to be polarized. Comparing the post-Cold War period with the Cold

40. This theme appears in the growing literature on health and foreign policy. For example, a group of foreign ministers from seven countries contrasted the limited foreign policy relevance of public health of the past with the contemporary context, which exhibits characteristics that reveal a transformation in the political importance of health:

During the late 19th and early 20th centuries, health and foreign policy were linked by quarantine restrictions to prevent the spread of disease from country to country. International agreements were designed to help avoid the consequences of trade disruptions. The early 21st century, however, has seen an unprecedented convergence of global health and foreign policy. Health is deeply interconnected with the environment, trade, economic growth, social development, national security, and human rights and dignity. In a globalised and interdependent world, the state of global health has a profound impact on all nations—developed and developing. Ensuring public health on a global scale is of benefit to all countries. Powerful synergies arise when national interest coincides with the need for concerted regional and global action.

War era (and earlier historical times) suggests that the relationship between power and ideas in international relations changes according to specific variables. In short, anarchy is not static with respect to how power and ideas interact to influence the behavior of states and non-state actors. How the relationship between power and ideas unfolds in diplomatic activity affects the prominence or neglect of various policy areas, including public health.

In contrast to the rigid, bipolar international system of the Cold War, commentators have noted how, in the post-Cold War period, non-state actors have grown in importance and influence.41 Experts on global health have frequently argued that a defining characteristic of the globalization of public health is the increased prominence of non-state actors, especially NGOs.42 These observations reveal that anarchy changed from being a closed system dominated by the great powers to a more open system in which state and non-state actors participate in and affect world politics. In other words, anarchy has become “open source” and accessible to both state and non-state actors in ways not witnessed in previous historical eras. Whether anarchy is a closed, state-centric system or open source affects the relationship between power and ideas in global diplomatic activity.

The rise of global health to political prominence, and the importance of this development for global health jurisprudence, is a by-product of a particular combination of power and ideas in the post-Cold War period. To understand this combination, we can think of the condition of anarchy as a kind of market for power and ideas. Different market structures produce different relationships between power and ideas. The state-centric approach to anarchy resembles an oligopolistic market in which a small number of great powers determine the supply and demand for power and ideas. Great powers dominate this oligopolistic anarchy because they have achieved economies of scale in the production of material capabilities, particularly military power, that render them relatively invulnerable to competition from weaker states and non-state actors.

As state-centric theories of international relations argue, great power competition focuses on material power, and this competition stifles innovation in normative ideas because states filter everything through the prism of the balance of material power. The relationship between power and ideas in this type of anarchy is inelastic. In other words, the ebb and flow of ideas have little to no impact on the political attitudes of states in their competition for material power.

41. See Daniel W. Drezner, All Politics is Global: Explaining International Regulatory Regimes 4 (2007) (noting that “theorists argue that globalization empowers a web of non-state actors, including multinational corporations, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and transnational activist networks”).

42. Kent Buse, Nick Drager, Suzanne Fustukian & Kelley Lee, Globalisation and Health Policy: Trends and Opportunities, in Health Policy in a Globalising World 251, 261–62 (Kelley Lee, Kent Buse & Suzanne Fustukian eds., 2002) (noting that experts have identified “a marked ascendance of private (for profit) sector actors in health policy in recent decades” and “that civil society actors have also gained greater prominence over health policy in recent decades”).
The sharper the struggle for material power among states becomes, the less room ideas have for influencing behavior in anarchy.

Moving from an inelastic to a more elastic relationship between power and ideas in anarchy requires greatly reduced competition among states for power and/or the development of non-state actors which possess greater material capabilities. The post-Cold War period has seen the collapse of the Soviet Union significantly reduce competition for power among states, and technological and other developments that have allowed non-state actors to increase their material capabilities for engaging in world affairs. These transformations have produced open-source anarchy and a more elastic relationship between power and ideas in global politics. In other words, in an elastic relationship, changes in material capabilities of state and non-state actors, and changes in the world of ideas, have more impact on each other than in the closed, state-centric system that prevailed during the Cold War.

Global health jurisprudence is, therefore, the beneficiary of an elastic relationship between power and ideas flowing from the emergence of open-source anarchy in world affairs. The convergence of material interests and normative values witnessed in global health in the past ten years reflects this new elasticity in anarchy. Interest in global health diplomacy and its continued evolution also draws on these deeper, underlying changes in the nature of anarchy. This approach helps explain the traction gained by new governance strategies, such as global health security, which combines an appeal to material interests with a reconceptualization of what security means to societies. The interdependence between international and national law emphasized by global health jurisprudence tends to be more robust when law supports governance actions that integrate power and ideas in a coherent and sustainable manner.

These observations identify key questions for the future of global health jurisprudence. First, will anarchy remain open-source, or will it return to a closed, state-centric condition? The return of serious and potentially violent conflict among great powers would move anarchy back into the condition where the relationship between power and ideas is inelastic, and public health as a policy area would increasingly be vetted through a narrowing prism of material power. In short, global health diplomacy will become subsumed in balance-of-power politics. Concerns about China, Russia, India, and Iran emerging as strategic geo-political rivals of the United States indicate that a return to balance-of-power politics in international relations is not incredible.

Second, if open-source anarchy continues to characterize world affairs, will it remain conducive to the convergence of material interests and normative values currently stimulating unprecedented activity in global health? The danger in this scenario is that states and non-state actors continue to fail to build sufficient public health capacities nationally and globally to support what the convergence of interests and values recommends. Although significant problems and gaps exist, the body of public health law is better established than the underlying
capabilities of states, international organizations, and non-state actors to undertake the responsibilities and actions public health law supports.

For example, the IHR 2005’s radical transformation of international law addressing serious public health threats will have no impact if developed and developing countries continue to have public health capabilities that are insufficient to handle the demands the IHR 2005 makes on them. The same fate awaits the FCTC unless national governments take tobacco control more seriously as a material and moral responsibility. Rejuvenation of the human right to health will stagnate if those countries that support this right remain indifferent to the public health and health care structures and resources needed to fulfill the right. Efforts to improve legal preparedness at local and national levels for public health emergencies will founder on the lack of governmental and non-governmental capabilities to prevent, protect against, and respond to such emergencies.

Global health jurisprudence helps us understand how law relates to the protection of public health nationally and globally. In essence, law is about structuring political power and authority to achieve social ends and about designing the processes through which such power and authority is exercised. Law does not, by itself, create material capacity to engage in scientifically grounded surveillance and intervention activities. We know the consequences of legal principles promulgated in an environment of insufficient public health capacity because we have watched the devastation of the HIV/AIDS pandemic grow while in possession of sophisticated human rights strategies and principles designed to stem this tragedy. Global health jurisprudence cannot thrive in the real world on ideas alone.

This capacity crisis is, unfortunately, wedging its way into the fissure between material interests and normative values in global health jurisprudence, threatening to rend this convergence asunder as the severity of public health threats mounts. The capacity crisis stimulates calls for new global health governance architecture, and designing a strategy to address this crisis requires countries to prioritize their public health needs and the resources they have to address them. The pressure to prioritize tends to mean that governments place their interests above altruistic ideals of health for all. The more serious the public health threats are to a state’s material interests, the more those interests determine how it approaches global health diplomacy. Eventually, the convergence of interests and values cannot hold, and the divergence of interests returns with a vengeance. This scenario is what played out in Indonesia’s decision in 2007 to withhold avian flu virus samples, thus jeopardizing global surveillance, until the WHO and developed countries responded to its national interest in having capability to manufacture influenza vaccine.\(^{43}\)

---

As the Indonesia crisis and its tentative resolution suggest, reshaping the architecture for global health governance cannot avoid the global public health capacity deficit, but grasping that nettle seriously risks fragmenting the convergence between power and ideas that has elevated global health politically and stimulated the full emergence of global health jurisprudence. Global health jurisprudence's time of reckoning with the forces that shape its substance and fate has really only just begun.

\[\text{to Vaccines and Other Benefits, WHA Doc. 60.28 (May 23, 2007) (outlining strategy to facilitate virus sharing and more equitable access to influenza vaccine).}\]